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clipwall assembly
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*the formula for overall panel height:  

overall panel height* = no. of 

profiles x 75mm + 40mm 

(refer diag.1 above).

        
  allow 30mm either side of panel for fitting of side edge trims 

  (refer diag. 2 above). 

        
   

  heavy duty eg. automotive oils - 150mm spacing 

  standard eg. garments - 300mm spacing 

  light duty eg. shoe display - up to 1000mm spacing 

           
  + can be cut on site with a hacksaw.
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clipwall installation

exploded view

step 1: check all components: please check that you have received delivery of all the components on the packing list.

cutaway view

detail
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step 2:

step 5:

step 10:

step 3:

step 6:

step 11:

step 4:

step 7:

step 12:

fix levelling strip with upper edge at maximum 

pre-determined height. set horizontally level + 

screw-fix at regular intervals.

starting at the top position place first clipwall profile 

over levelling strip. place profile flat against vertical 

carriers, + push in + upwards to clip profile into          

position. ensure that profile sits over all retaining 

clips on vertical carriers. note: a rubber mallet can 

be used with caution, to seat profiles correctly.

push-fit each side trim onto vertical edge of 

the clipwall profiles, with folded edge of the                   

side trim fitting behind the profiles.

push-fit bottom edge trim onto bottom edge of   

lowest clipwall profile, with flat edge of trim fitting 

behind vertical carriers

for continuous walls more than 3.6 metres long           

side trims should butt together as shown. to 

achieve  this, completely install each wall section 

before starting the next - each section should 

have a separate levelling strip. when a section is 

complete its profiles can be slid horizontally across 

to eliminate any gap.

once the first clipwall profile is in place, + 

overhanging the levelling strips by 20mm each 

end, repeat with  individual profiles working down 

the face of the wall. place profiles flat against the 

vertical carriers + push  in + upward to lock into the 

profile directly above. ensure that all the profiles 

are aligned + extend beyond the levelling strip by 

20mm at each end.

when all clipwall profiles are clipped into position 

on wall, push-fit top edge trim over clipwall with flat 

edge fitting down behind levelling strip.

hang vertical carriers from levelling strip at 300mm 

intervals, starting + finishing at second hook in 

from the end. 

note: vertical carrier can only be positioned 

correctly  one way up. correct position is with half 

round punched nipples facing with flat edge up  

(see detail above).

vertically align + screw fix to wall, trying wherever  

possible to position over internal wall studs.

note: leave out screw-fixings nearest to floor (to fit 

bottom edge trim later).


